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Overview 

 “Royal Coins 2: Hold and Win” is a highly anticipated and enhanced sequel to one of 

the most popular Playson classic games.  

 The game plays out on a 3x3 reels grid and offers 5 lines to win. This follow-up game 

has the same winning formula with several great enhancements. Precious coins, such as 

Bonus and Royal Bonus symbols, trigger the Royal Bonus feature within the classic Hold 

and Win Bonus Game, which grants fantastic payouts. As the Bonus Game has been 

upgraded, now it features 4 in-game Jackpot. In addition to this, with every coin landing on 

the reels during the Main Game, there is a chance to trigger an additional Bonus Game by 

activating the Pile of Gold feature. Still simple and classic, “Royal Coins 2” now brings even 

more joy and entertainment during the gameplay. 

 

Desktop Version 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Mobile Version 
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General information 

Game Type: Slot Game 

Reel Type:  Spinning Reels 

Reels, Lines: 3 reels, 3 rows, 5 lines. 

Default Coin Values (€): 
Total Bet = Coin Value * 10 

 

0.02 - 0.03 - 0.04 - 0.05 - 0.06 - 0.08 - 0.10 - 0.15 - 0.20 - 0.30 - 

0.40 - 0.50 - 0.75 - 1.00 - 2.00 - 3.00 - 5.00 - 7.50 - 10.00 

Default Min / Max Bet (€): 0.20 / 100.00 

Default Free Round 
Values: 

Bonus Game rounds are played with the last bet set. 

Game features 

● Wild symbol 

● Bonus symbol 

● Royal Bonus symbol 

● Bonus Game 

● Royal Bonus feature 

● Pile of Gold feature 

● In-game Jackpots 

Payout information 

Return to Player (%):  95.64% 

Max payout for times bet 

observed in 50-billion 

spins: 

4030 

Hit Frequency (%):  10.16% 

Volatility: 8.53 – High 

Limitations 

Player Limits: Regulated by the Playson back-end administrative system 
PlayBack. 

Other: • Play for Fun 

• Variable bet values  

Technical information 

Game ID: 

Desktop  

Mobile 

 

royal_coins_2 

royal_coins_2_mob 

Screen Footprint 1280х720 for desktop and 1280х720 for mobile 
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Game Theme and Graphics 

 The refreshing and juicy twist of classic fruits is catching the eye. Along with golden 

Bells, Bars, and iconic Red Sevens as a Wild symbol. Refreshed coin's design – they have 

been polished to perfection. Bonus symbols and Jackpot symbols bring together silver and 

gold, while Royal Bonus symbols are glimmering with pure gold, presenting the true royal 

treasure.  

  Animations have been designed to the smallest details to convey the brilliance and 

heat of gold in the treasury. Upon winning player sees the symbols embraced in flames, 

warming up the excitement and anticipation of the generous win.  
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Game screen  

The screen footprint of the game display is 1280х720 pixels and comprises two main 

elements – the video display area and the game panel. 

Video display area 

The reels are displayed in this area. 
 

  
 

When the “Bet Menu” ( ), “Autoplay settings” ( ), “Game Menu” ( ) are 

opened, the video display area is fully replaced. By clicking “X” ( ) button the player can 
come back to the reel display. 
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Game panel 

The game panel is located at the bottom of the reels for the mobile version [portrait]. 

For the desktop version and for the mobile version [landscape] the game panel is located at 

the right and the bottom side of the reels. It displays the available amount of credits on the 

player’s account as well as bet and winning information.  

Mobile version [portrait] Mobile version [landscape] 

 

 

Desktop version 

 

The game panel also includes game controls where the player can do the following: 

• change the Bet (by clicking/tapping “Bet Menu” button ); 

• spin the reels (by clicking/tapping “Spin” button ); 

• set Autoplay advanced settings (by clicking/tapping “Autoplay” button ); 

• change the game settings (by clicking/tapping the “Game Menu” button );  

• see the Pay Table (by clicking/tapping “Game Menu” then “Information” button );  

• change the sound settings (by clicking/tapping “Sound” button ); 

    turn on and off the quick spin mode (by clicking/tapping “Quick Spin” button ). 
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Main Game 

Desktop Version 

 Players can select the bet amount before starting the game round. Clicking the Spin 
button triggers the game round. 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

Mobile Version 

 Players can select the bet amount before starting the game round. Tapping the Spin 
button triggers the game round.  
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Game Features 

 

Wild symbol 

 Substitutes all symbols in Main Game, except Bonus and 

Royal Bonus.  

 

Bonus symbol 

 Payment is indicated on the symbol in currency: x1, x2, x5, 

x10, x15 bets. Pay only during the Bonus Game. Lands on reels 1 

and 3 only.  

 

Royal Bonus symbol 

 Trigger Royal Bonus Feature during the Bonus Game.  

It only lands on reel 2. 

 
 
 

Bonus Game 

 3 Bonus symbols trigger the Bonus Game and Royal Bonus Feature. 3 re-spins are 

granted at the beginning of the Bonus Game. Only Bonus and Royal Bonus symbols land on 

the reels during the Bonus Game. Each new symbol resets the number of re-spins to 3. The 

Bonus Game continues until re-spins are finished. When the Bonus Game ends the values 

of all remaining Bonus symbols are added to the Total Win. 
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 Pile of Gold Feature 

Any Bonus Symbol landing on the reels during Main Game grants a chance to win an 

additional Bonus Game. 

  

 
Royal Bonus Feature 

 Royal Bonus symbols only land on reel 2 and stick on the reels during the Bonus 

Game. When dropped, each Royal Bonus symbol gathers all visible values on the reels 

and adds them to its own value. Royal Bonus symbol gathers all Bonus values including 

Mini, Minor, Major, and Grand Jackpot symbol values. When the Bonus Game ends the 

values accumulated in all Royal Bonus symbols are added to the Total Win. 
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In-game Jackpots 

The random appearance of the following Bonus symbols  

during the Bonus Game triggers the corresponding Jackpots: 

• Mini Jackpot = 25 bets 

• Minor Jackpot = 50 bets 

• Major Jackpot = 150 bets 

• Grand Jackpot = 1000 bets 

 
  

Formation of Pays 

 
 

Pay Lines 

● Pay Lines: 5 fixed lines. 

● Bet lines pay if in succession from leftmost to rightmost. 

● Only the highest win per pay line is paid.  

● Simultaneous wins are summed up. 

● Winning combinations and payouts are made according to the Pay Table. 
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Pay Table  

Symbol Combination Coefficient in 

Line Bets  

Winning amount 

if the bet = 1€ 

pay during  

the Bonus Game only 

x1 

1*Total Bet 

2*Total Bet 

5*Total Bet 

10*Total Bet 

15*Total Bet 

1.00 

2.00 

5.00 

10.00 

15.00 

collect and pay during 

the Bonus Game only 

x1  - - 

pay during  

the Bonus Game only 

x1 

 

25*Total Bet 

 

 

25.00 

 

 
pay during  

the Bonus Game only 

x1 50* Total Bet 50.00 
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pay during  

the Bonus Game only 

x1 

 

150*Total Bet 

 

 

150.00 

 

 
pay during  

the Bonus Game only 

x1 1000*Total Bet 1000.00 

 

x3 500 50.00 

 

x3 300 30.00 

 

x3 
200 

 
20.00 

  

 

x3 160 16.00 
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x3 40 4.00 

 

x3 10 1.00 

Payout information in Pay Table is already displayed in the exact money value 

according to the player’s bet. 

 

 
Randomization  

Random Number Generator (RNG) 

 The algorithm used for random number generation (RNG) is Quantis, physical random 

number generator exploiting an elementary quantum optics process. Quantis has been 

evaluated and certified by the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology (also known as METAS), 

the Swiss national organization in charge of measurement science, testing and compliance. 

It confirmed that the quality of its random output complies with the highest requirements. See 

the Certificate of Conformity and read the Test Report on http://www.idquantique.com. 

Quantis has also been evaluated by Compliance Testing Laboratory (Bangor, UK), which 

confirmed that it is "suitably unpredictable and fit for purpose".  Download certificate in PDF 

format 

 http://marketing.idquantique.com/acton/attachment/11868/f-0117/1/-/-/-/-

/Quantis%20Certifications%20Collection.pdf. 

 Quantis has also been approved by national authorities and can be used for gaming 

applications. 

http://www.idquantique.com/
http://marketing.idquantique.com/acton/attachment/11868/f-0117/1/-/-/-/-/Quantis%20Certifications%20Collection.pdf
http://marketing.idquantique.com/acton/attachment/11868/f-0117/1/-/-/-/-/Quantis%20Certifications%20Collection.pdf
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Malfunction Management 

 If a player attempts to access a game using an invalidated session, (for example, due 

to inactivity or system restart) an error message is displayed in the game. The player can 

then log on again and resume game play. The game state is always stored so the player can 

resume game play exactly where he or she left off. 

 In case of an HTTP error, network timeout or server error a "technical error" message 

will be displayed to the player. 

Information to the Player 

 Players have access to game rules from within the game at all times. 

Game Simulation 

 A demo version of the game is available at playson.com  
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